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NEW BUILDING PLANS EXPECTED THIS WEEK

CHAPEL EXERCISES

REGENT THOMAS ADDRESSES STUDENT BODY ON MONDAY MORNING ON IMPORTANT TOPIC.

On the morning of Feb. 4, the students were addressed by Regent Thomas. His first statement was an expression of appreciation for the care with which the present students have regarded the school property throughout the past months.

Coach Johnson also was congratulated on his accomplishments in the field of athletic endeavor; and the faculty came in for no little amount of praise, in regard to the work being done.

He admonished the students to pull up the educational stream, keeping time with our sister institutions; pull together with one accord, rather than let discord creep in because of mere trivialities. Primarily, we must stand ever ready to help each other whenever possible.

Then he made a few remarks concerning the late ex-President Wilson. How as a lawyer his clients failed to come, but animated by ideals that were unquenchable he worked and struggled on, ever true to the ambition smouldering within his breast, and the day came when the world was to draw upon his vast storehouse of knowledge—accumulated throughout all his earlier years. We know his record. Never say die keep working, you too may accomplish something for the uplifting of mankind if you but remain ever true to lofty ideals, and strive continually for their realization.

Misses Miles Entertain

A truly delightful musical program was rendered by Misses Ollie and Evelyn Miles at Chapel on Tuesday, February 5. Miss Evelyn Miles sang quite a few selections with Miss Ollie Miles as accompanist. Every one thoroughly enjoyed the entertainment furnished by these talented young ladies and all sincerely hope (Continued on Page 2)

OGDEN'S PRESENT ACADEMIC BUILDING

The present main building at Ogden has a very interesting history. Started during the Civil War as a residence, it was not completed until some time later when it was sold to the Methodist Episcopal church which conducted Warren College there for several years. In 1877 it was bought by the Ogden trustees and remodeled for its present purpose.

The building is architecturally perfect and exceedingly well built. It is located on an extremely rare and beautiful campus.

VALUABLE SET OF BOOKS PRESENTED TO COLLEGE BY REV. J. A. CHANDLER.

The latest contribution to the College Library is a handsome set of books entitled "Messages and Papers of The Presidents."

The set consists of eleven volumes, and are of great value to students of American History, also invaluable for outside readings.

It is true that the Ogden Library is small in comparison with many that we know of, yet we feel safe in saying that it contains as many works of real literary merit as any its size in the country.

Dr. Chandler's gift is a worthy thing in addition to our Library, and one that is highly appreciated. He has always shown himself to have the interest of the college at heart.

The College welcomes any such donations from the friends of the school.

DEBATING MANAGER

Has Written a Number of Colleges In Regard to Arranging Debates With Them.

Mr. Jimmie Chandler, the manager of the College debating team, is endeavoring to arrange a debating schedule with several schools, and hopes to be able to stage them sometime in April.

We understand that our old rival Bethel, will be willing to match wits with us in May.

The tryouts for the team will be held sometime in the near future and the men who are to fight beneath the red and green banner selected. Make up your mind that you are going to be on this team and when the time comes do your best to be one of the three men so honored.

PLANS FOR THE NEW BUILDING ARE ALMOST COMPLETE AND ARE EXPECTED AT ANY TIME.

The grand old building that has stood on the hill for so long and is the Alma Mater of so many successful and famous men, known as "Mother Ogden," is to have a rival sister in the near future on the campus at her side. They, however, will not be rivals in the true sense of the word. They are to be the helpful twin-sisters that have only one heart, one soul, one body, and one spirit: they are to be twin.

The new building will have an auditorium that will seat about four hundred or more, adequate science laboratories for the courses in physics and chemistry of both the Prep and College Departments, and several other classrooms.

Those who saw the preliminary plans were exceedingly well pleased. The building is to be a modern structure throughout and equipped with all the most modern furniture and necessities of the scientific courses.

Completed plans are expected to arrive from the architects at any moment. Work will begin on the building as soon as the Board approves them and the contract let. Many have become impatient from waiting and want to see the building go up in two days. Those who have fallen into this dire strait should remember that it takes time for an architect to perfect plans for a real building. Be patient, Rome was not built in a day.

The building will indeed be a credit to Ogden and a monument to the unceasing efforts of the contributors and supporters of Ogden. Never again will Ogden be ashamed that she has only one small building. Never again will she hesitate to invite anyone to her chapel programs. The days of crowded chapels soon will be over, and our doors opened to more students over Kentucky. Who will see that this is done? Those whom the Ogden students shall never forget, those who created the building fund, the contributors,
Alumni Speak at Memorial Service.

The promoters of the Memorial Services for ex-President Wilson at the First Baptist Church given last Sunday evening, probably unintentionally, did honor to Ogden. The speakers, Messrs. R. C. P. Thomas, T. W. Thomas, J. B. Rodes and C. E. Whittle, are all Alumni of our Alma Mater.

This shows the high class of men turned out by Ogden and how they mount up in the walk of life. The professors are not looking for quantity; they want quality, and usually get it.

Piano Stool Donated

The students were well pleased by the donation of a piano stool by Mr. Will Carson, First Prep. The student body is under many obligations to him and our willing pianist, Mr. Carter Massey. Both are good students and have caught the true Ogden spirit and are going forward under full sail to their life problems and success. They are displaying different spirit from many of the Preps and deserve to be congratulated.

HONORS TO WILSON

STUDENTS DISMISSED AFTER BRIEF ADDRESSES BY PROFESSORS WHITTLE AND HILARY.

The spirit toward our past leaders and educators was shown last Wednesday afternoon by the faculty and student body. All the students were called into the chapel and, after a brief outline of ex-President Wilson's life by President Whittle and a talk on Mr. Wilson as a man by Prof. Hilary, were dismissed for the afternoon so they could attend the memorial services at their respective churches.

President Whittle remarked that Mr. Wilson was a singular type of man, full of ideals, and a pioneer in every field of thought. His speech was real interesting throughout and in it he paid tribute to a man whom he regards as one of the leading minds of the country and one of the most famous Presidents of the United States.

Prof. Hilary spoke words that sank deep into the hearts of everyone present. Probably he knew Mr. Wilson better than anyone else present, having heard lectures by him while in college and lived in Washington D. C., during the war when President Wilson was the center of all attention.

The exercises as conducted were very appropriate and impressive.

Dr. Minks: "This is the third time you have looked on Doug Smith's paper."

Brain Taylor: "Yes, Sir, he doesn't write very plain."

* * *

She: "If you kiss me again I'll call mother."

Hugh Smith: "I don't care to kiss her."

* * *

On the last basketball trip the members of the team were seated in a restaurant when the following was overheard:

Amos: "Waitress, do you serve shrimp here?"

Waitress: "Yes, just have a seat."

ATHLETIC GOODS AND KODAKS

Carpenter-Dent-Sublett Company

3 -- STORES -- 3

THE STUDENTS FRIEND

B. G. Book Store

We Want to Please You

Economy Car Parts Co.

Car Wreckers and Distributors of Everything for the Automobile

Wallace A. Stewart  Ira N. Chambers

Cash & Carry Grocery Company

STORE No. 1, 953 COLLEGE ST.
STORE No. 2, ADAM AND 12TH STS.
We Appreciate Your Business.

From Marshall Love

329 Main St.  Between Postoffice and Square

COMET GASOLINE

A Trail of Satisfaction

Riggs Refinery

BOWLING GREEN, KY.

F. W. Woolworth Co.

The only exclusive 5 & 10c STORE in town.
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EDITORIALS

ABOUT US.

The book-worm buries himself in his books, the antiquarian submerges himself in relics, the archaeologist delves into ancient tombs and cities, but the man who gets the real pleasures from life is the one who studies and appreciates his surroundings and the present. It is a man's environment that shapes his destiny. The boot becomes a salty sailor, the tenderfoot a hardened cowboy, the novice an experienced burglar, if he follows the gang.

Does a student go to college to study or for the advantage of being associated with a high class of men? I shall not attempt to answer, but instead I will cite you to some "book-worms" who have made excellent grades in school and yet an utter failure in life. On the other hand some tailends of classes are now wagging the whole dog. The average successes in life come from that group of students who make reasonably good passing grades and get the full benefit of their surroundings. I would say that the environment of the student in college counts more than exceedingly high grades, for "to dwell among ruins is to become a part of them."

Ogden in addition to requiring thorough work, is bountifully blessed with excellent surroundings. Her faculty is composed of good, clean Christian gentlemen, and her student body the best of young men of Western Kentucky. For the studious pupil she has a large library, for the active, live wire student she has winning athletic teams and boys of his class, and for the free easy boy she has plenty of room out in the street.

A formula for success: More bone in the back and less in the head.

CHAPEL EXERCISES

(Continued from Page I) that they will find time to call upon us again.

Gen. M. M. Logan Heard

Monday morning, Feb. 11, the student body had the pleasure of listening to Gen. M. M. Logan, one time Attorney-General of this state. There was one of the most instructive talks that we have heard in a good while as he dealt with the doctrine of business in the General Assembly of Kentucky. Having seen it functioning many times and standing it as he does, combined with his art of speaking and ready wit, he painted a picture that we will not soon forget.

We all look forward to having Gen. Logan with us again.

COLORED BRETHREN

STAGED A VERY ENLIGHTENING DEBATE ON A LIVE SUBJECT.

Tuesday before last four of Bowling Green's dark-skinned Africans engaged in a debate in the college auditorium on the following subject: If a tailor's wife and wife were both stranded on a desert island and he could bring only one of them away and it was impossible to return and get the one left, which should he take away? In other words: Resolved that a man should think more of his mother than of his wife.

It was an affair of mirth and laughter unrestrained, from beginning to end, due to the color which only a Hambone can add.

Uncle Bill, our janitor, was presiding officer and many deficiencies in his knowledge of parliamentary law came to light as the meeting proceeded. With more practice he will some day he equal to "Czar Reed."

Guy Howerton, George Massey and Jack Smith composed the committee that sponsored the debate and a nucleus was realized. This goes to the Athletic Association.

Hartford: "I got zero in Math. today."

Gillian: "That's nothing."
VARSITY FIVE OVERWELMS S. P. O. IN GREAT GAME

College Shortwinds Defeat Faculty

A riot, call was very near necessary at the game last Tuesday between the Faculty and the College Non-Basketball Shortwinds which ended 26 to 20 in favor of the students. The cause of the trouble was a claim by the students that they had a much greater victory than the three points entitled them to and that the scorekeeper, Honorable Douglas Smith, had suffered a lapse of memory long enough for them to lose ten points. However, they soon abandoned this claim as the Faculty put in a claim for the victory and backed it up with enough argument to make the three point margin seem satisfactory even to the group that represented the College Department on that day.

Much credit is due the Faculty for their efforts in the game and, although they lost, it can easily be said that they lost gracefully notwithstanding they had six men on the floor for the greater part of the last half. It is the secret belief of the athletic editor that the teachers are planning for a football team next season and that they have already started spring practice as they showed splendid tendencies in that direction in Tuesday's game.

Dr. Minks, Coach Johnson and Professor Lee were the stars for the inner (Continued on Page 4)

GYM CLASSES PROVE POPULAR

Two new gym classes that have been started at the "T" are proving popular with Ogden students and give promise of being well attended although they received a late start.

One of these is a special training class which is for men who are considering coaching or physical training as their life work. This class meets one Sunday evening from 9 to 9 and instructs elementary and advanced apparatus work, tumbling, wrestling, boxing, basketball, etc.

The other is for men, 18 years or older, who are interested in gym work and who want to grow up with a class. This group meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8 to 9.

Both of these classes are under the leadership of Mr. Stephens who is an expert in his line. Everyone who has been in these classes has enjoyed it and it would be a good idea for quite a few other Ogdenites to consider entering.

VARSITY THRASHES MORTON ELLIOT

The Varsity drubbed Morton Elliot for a second time this season when the Todd Countians visited Bowling Green last week. The score, 50 to 18, is the same as one-sided as the 50 to 18 tally that was brought in on the Methodist's floor, but it was bad enough.

Of course, the Collegians were confident. Any team would have been under the circumstances and as many subs received ample opportunity to demonstrate their ability, but closer score was unavoidable.

D. Smith led the scoring attack for Ogden by bringing in seven neatly placed goals. Amos came next with five while the rest of the marksmen were scattered among the other members of the team.

As the score will show, no member of the Elkon squad was very fortunate in the scoring line. However, they were guarding closely and fighting hard.

Lineups and summary:

Morton Elliot Position Ogden Chambers (2) F (14) D. Smith Edwards F (2) Cook Deason (2) C (10) Amos Shanklin (2) G (4) McGinley Shannon G J. Smith

Substitutions: Morton Elliot - Heathleston for Chambers, Secrest (4) for Edwards, Harold (1) for Shanklin, Jones for Shannon, Ogden - Sledge (4) for Cook, Taylor (5) for D. Smith, D. Smith for Sledge, Sledge for Cook, Hartford for Amos. Referee - Petrue, Kentucky State.

ELKTON WOLLOPS PREPS 19 TO 17

Handicapped by the absence of Wally McGinley, star forward who has been out with an injured shoulder, and by the absence of Coach Johnson, who was at the Varsity-S. P. O. game, the Preps journeyed to Elkton last Friday and were defeated 19 to 17.

The Elkton boys had received a crashing defeat at the hands of the Ogdenites earlier in the season and they were determined that they would win while the Preps were in their weakened condition.

The pass work of the youngsters was reported as very poor and they evidently had bad luck in connecting with the hoops. However, every time they hit the glass and we feel sure that the midgets will redeem themselves in the future.

BASEBALL ENTHUSIASTS

Ogden's quota of baseball fans has already started warming up although it has mostly been taken out in talk to date. However, Manager Mansfield has ordered the equipment and is busily engaged on his schedule which he hopes will be the most formidable ever faced by an Ogden nine.

Prospects are unusually bright. Coach Johnson, who has proven so successful in other lines, is a great baseball fan and player. He has had quite a bit of experience in both the practical and theoretical ends of the game and will no doubt be a success.

Several new men are in school who have some reputation as ball players and who should show up well if their recommendations are right. Most of last year's team is still in school and will be out the first day of practice. Even Wally McGinley said he was going out for first although someone remarked that he meant for the first time.

There is an interest in baseball that no other Ogden sport has even though some of us are not interested in the game. Baseball marks the coming of spring and, consequently, the re-opening of the greatest show ever produced, the "out-of-doors."

Even now, on the warm, sunny days, you see the old twisters warmly loosening up their arms and some of our fans fielders fingering the old glove that has rested so long.

It will just be a short time until the sporting goods stores blossom out with a full line of baseball equipment and then there will be a full-fledged riot.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Ogden opens athletic relations with Bryson College of Fayetteville, Tennessee, when the Varsity basketball squad of the two institutions clash on the local floor Thursday night. The Tennesseans have a reputation for good athletics and will undoubtedly be a welcome addition to the group Ogden usually meets.

The Varsity is practicing hard for this game and hopes to bring in another victory. The practices are going better than ever before and the spirit would be hard to beat anywhere.

Preps On Northern Trip

The Preps entrain Friday for Camer, Kentucky, where they go to meet (Continued on Page 4)
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE  
(Continued from Page 3)  
the Memorial High boys at that place and on Saturday they will journey to  
Horse Cave to meet the strong team at Horse Cave High.  
Both of these teams have been having successful seasons this year and  
feel confident that they will have little trouble with the Preps. However,  
the youngsters are back in their old swing, now that Wally has returned  
to his customary position and they hope to be able to make a good showing.  

COLLEGE SHORTWINDS  
(Continued from Page 3)  
Their whole-hearted work in the game is evidenced by the liberal  
applications of liminment that have been given sore joints and muscles  
since that day. The work of Mr. Eisenhart and Mr. Winkenhofer was  
of that same sterling quality that has kept them off of other basketball  
teams. Mr. Eisenhart, in particular, can play under the no-touch rule  
without fear as he rarely receives over twelve personals in one game.  
The Shortwinds overcame their opponents by sheer force of numbers.  
They lived up to their name of Shortwinds but kept the superior training  
of the faculty from being disastrous by numerous substitutions. After the  
game, they speedily lost their name as they proved to be the longest  
winded bunch in an argument that has ever been seen at Ogden.  
Rose, Massey, Schwartz, McCandless and Gilliam were the stars for the  
students. Their brilliant exhibition of basketball can only be equalled  
by the "rural school district" type. Schwartz, especially, acted as if he  
had seen a basketball on previous occasions but it was evident that he  
had not determined whether or not they were dangerous. Mr. Demumbrum  
and Mr. Saunders were two old reliables for the students. Even dangerous  
Jimmie Chandler was on the floor between the halves.  
Both teams are dissatisfied with everything except that peasant referee,  
Mr. Frank Taylor, who called the play like a veteran prize fighter.  
To settle the dispute, it is very probable that another contest will be  
engaged in the near future provided the necessary police protection can be  
secured. It will undoubtedly be the best of the season.  

VARiTY FIVE  
Cardinal to sing the praises of the victors.  
It is out of our realm to write in flowery terms but we can say that  
every man on the Ogden team did his best. It was an exhibition of real  
basketball when they went into the game with the determination that  
netted them a thirteen point lead in the first half. And it was a better  
showing when they returned with a greater determination that brought  
them through by victorious by a large margin.  
If you are not filling the copies of the Cardinal, it will be advisable for  
every Ogdenite to take notice of the turn of the tide for it is going to be  
hard for Southwestern to beat us again.  
Charlie Cook led the scoring effort with ten points. D. Smith was a  
close second with nine. Captain McGinley brought in six besides giving  
an unusually good exhibition of floor work.  
No member of the Tennessee team was able to star in the scoring line  
as they were guarded too closely. However, their pass work was above  
the ordinary.  
Lineups and summary:  
Spum Position Ogden  
Hall (4) F — (9) D. Smith  
Newton F — (10) Cook  
Alexander (6) C — (4) Ames  
Flemister G — (6) McGinley  
Robison (4) G — (2) J. Smith  
Substitutions: Spum—Hooker for  
Hall, Culberson (2) for Newton, Major (2) for Robison, Ogden—Howerton for J. Smith.  
Referee—Petrie—Kentucky State.  

COMPETITION  
BETWEEN FIRMS OF LASHMIT & PEEPE VS. BURTON & CHAMBERS IS GROWING keen.  
With the opening of the Burton and Chambers Sweet Shoppe there  
ended the monopoly that the firm of Lashmit and Peete had so long  
exercised over the candy trade in this school.  
The new firm showed excellent judgment in going into business, as  
the first thing they did was to liberally distribute samples. All thought  
Mr. Burton was so liberal with his chocolate kisses because of a big  
heart, but strange to say—when he had completed the distribution of  
samples, he climbed up into a chair and announced that more candy could  
now be procured from Mr. Chambers or himself and that they would  
ed venture to carry a full line from now on. (Someone remarked that he  
always had a full line— of the best bull, however.)  
Many advantages, however, will accrue from this competition, chief of  
which is that when your credit with one reaches its limit you can go to  
the other. The new firm shows much enthusiasm over its new venture  
but more than likely it will soon lose its novelty and the peanuts in their  
sweets will begin to grow stale, just as the waves of the old firm so often  
have. Well, to to it—candy is what we want and we don't mean probably.